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[1] Recent statistical analysis by Lallemand et al. (2008) of subduction zone parameters revealed that the
back-arc deformation mode depends on the combination between the subducting (vsub) and upper (vup)
plate velocities. No significant strain is recorded in the arc area if plate kinematics verifies vup = 0.5 vsub �
2.3 (cm/a) in the HS3 reference frame. Arc spreading (shortening) occurs if vup is greater (lower) than the
preceding relationship. We test this statistical law with numerical models of subduction, by applying
constant plate velocities far away from the subduction zone. The subducting lithosphere is free to deform at
all depths. We quantify the force applied on the two converging plates to sustain constant surface
velocities. The simulated rheology combined viscous (non-Newtonian) and brittle behaviors, and depends
on water content. The influence of subduction rate vs is first studied for a fixed upper plate. After 950 km
of convergence (steady state slab pull), the transition from extensional to compressive stresses in the upper
plate occurs for vs � 1.4 cm/a. The effect of upper plate velocity is then tested at constant subduction rate.
Upper plate retreat (advance) with respect to the trench increases extension (compression) in the arc
lithosphere and increases (decreases) the subducting plate dip. Our modeling confirms the statistical
kinematic relationship between vsub and vup that describes the transition from extensional to compressive
stresses in the arc lithosphere, even if the modeled law is shifted toward higher rates of upper plate retreat,
using our set of physical parameters (e.g., 100 km thick subducting oceanic plate) and short-term
simulations. Our results make valid the choice of the HS3 reference frame for assessing plate velocity
influence on arc tectonic regime. The subduction model suggests that friction along the interplate contact
and the mantle Stokes reaction could be the two main forces competing against slab pull for upper mantle
subductions. Besides, our simulations show that the arc deformation mode is strongly time dependent.
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1. Introduction

[2] In subduction zones, arc–back-arc stress results
from the balance of forces acting on the two con-
verging plates and on their coupling with the con-
vecting mantle. Various approaches have been
proposed to account for the resultant stress. Labo-
ratory experiments showed that the positive (or
negative) buoyancy of the sinking plate generates
arc compression (or extension) associated with a
positive (or negative) free-air anomaly in the fore-
arc region [Shemenda, 1994]. Later, friction along
the contact area between the plates was shown to
always rise compressive stresses in the upper plate
[Chemenda et al., 2000]. Numerical modeling,
focused on the converging lithosphere coupling
[e.g., Hassani et al., 1997], confirmed Shemenda’s
[1994] results, while other authors investigated the
energy dissipated in the subducting lithosphere
[e.g., Conrad and Hager, 1999; Regenauer-Lieb
and Yuen, 1998], including in some cases 3D
subduction-induced mantle flows [e.g., Stegman et
al., 2006; Funiciello et al., 2006; Piromallo et al.,
2006]. The great majority of these models was
performed either without upper plate, with a fixed
trench, or with trench rollback with respect to a
passive mantle. Experiments with Newtonian fluids
[e.g., Funiciello et al., 2003a, 2004; Enns et al.,
2005] brought to the fore 3 modes of subduction:
forward, backward, or alternative trench migration,
depending on plate thickness, width, strength,
mantle viscosity, and density. A balance between
driving and resisting forces, such as slab pull,
bending resistance, or viscous drag, was proposed
to explain the three subduction modes [Bellahsen et
al., 2005; Faccenna et al., 2007]. [Carlson and
Melia, 1984] emphasized from the early eighties
that some current trenches may migrate arcward.
More recently,Heuret and Lallemand [2005], on the
basis of an updated database of modern subduction
zones, showed that half of the trenches are prograd-
ing (arcward migration) if their motion is estimated
in the HS3 Pacific hot spots reference frame [Gripp
and Gordon, 2002]. It became essential to test how
trench migration (free or forced) interacted with
subduction dynamics. More precisely, Heuret et
al. [2007] investigated how converging plate kine-
matics affected back-arc stress using laboratory
models and confirmed the observation that com-

pression or extension in the overriding plate result
from the combination of plate velocities (Figure 1).
Lallemand et al. [2008] further defined ‘‘neutral
arcs’’ characterized by the absence of significant
strain, meaning places where the balance of subduc-
tion forces (slab pull, plate bending, plate anchor-
ing) sets the arc almost stress free. They show that
‘‘neutral’’ subduction zones satisfy the kinematic
relation between absolute motions of the upper (vup)
and subducting plate (vsub) velocities: vsub � 2 vup =
4.6 cm/a, where vup = vt (trench velocity), or,
expressed as a function of upper plate velocity and
convergence rate, vc (vc = vsub � vup, Figure 2):

vt ¼ vup ¼ vc � 4:6 ð1Þ

The coefficients appearing in equation (1) depend
on the reference frame used to estimate major plate
velocities [Lallemand et al., 2008]. For example, the
use of the NNR or SB04 reference frames [DeMets,
2001; Gripp and Gordon, 2002; Steinberger et
al., 2004] leads to an influence of upper plate
velocity in relation to vc stronger than expressed by
equation (1). In any cases, deformation is favored
when the velocity combination deviates from this
kinematic relation. The limitations of such statistical
approaches of subduction zone parameters are
the heterogeneity of subduction stages (short
slabs versus lower mantle penetrating slabs, young
versus old subduction zones. . .) and the fact that
we have only access to the present-day situation.
In this paper, we test the kinematic relationship
(1) describing the arc deformation mode with
numerical simulations that model the mantle-
lithosphere coupling, the mantle wedge hydration
and the global dynamics of the system by running
long-term experiments, i.e., typically 40 Ma of
convergence.

[3] The model mimics plate tectonics by applying
plate velocities at the surface. The upper plate
velocity is considered as a boundary condition, as
it assumed to be independent of the subduction
process. On the contrary, the subducting litho-
sphere velocity at the surface is likely to be
regulated by the subduction process it-self. How-
ever, the subducting plate velocity cannot be
accurately controlled in fully dynamical models
of subduction [e.g., Funiciello et al., 2003b;
Capitanio et al., 2007]. We thus choose to set
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vsub as a boundary condition. Kinematic boundary
conditions are applied far away from the trench,
which enables a large degree of freedom, includ-
ing trench velocity, rate of arc deformation, and
subducting plate dip at all depths. The work
supplied by boundary conditions is quantified to
evaluate how surface kinematics influences back-
arc stress. Although the modeled rheology, brittle
or non-Newtonian, should be an acceptable proxy
of mantle and crust rheologies, we do not model,
for instance, rock elasticity [Regenauer-Lieb and
Yuen, 1998; Levitt and Sandwell, 1995; Hall and
Gurnis, 2003; Billen and Gurnis, 2005]. There-
fore, our model may not simulate the different

subduction forces with the exact proportions en-
countered in nature. Our purpose is rather to study
the respective influence of the two converging
plate velocities, while other subduction parameters
are kept constant (e.g., lithosphere structures and
rheological parameters). We simulate water trans-
fers associated with slab dehydration, and a water
weakening effect for hydrated rocks leading to the
thermal thinning of the metasomatized arc litho-
sphere, as suggested by several studies [Honda
and Yoshida, 2005; Garrido et al., 2006, 2007;
Currie and Hyndman, 2006; Garzione et al.,
2005; Dhuime et al., 2007]. The thinned arc
weakness is here used as a strain sensor.

2. Numerical Setup

[4] Simulations are performed with a thermochem-
ical code of convection [Christensen, 1992], solv-
ing equations of momentum, energy, and mass
conservation. Rocks are assumed to be incompress-
ible, except for the thermal buoyancy term in the
momentum equation, and the adiabatic heating
term in the energy equation (extended Boussineq
approximation). A uniform heat production, as well
as shear heating (i.e., viscous and frictional dis-
sipations), are included in the heat conservation
equation. The simulation box, 2220 km wide and
555 km high (Figure 3), is composed by two kinds
of rock, oceanic crust and mantle, with specific
density and rheology. The composition field is
tracked by active tracers, that are advected with
the velocity field [van Keken et al., 1997]. We
briefly describe, first, the model boundary condi-
tions and converging plate structures at simulation
start. The modeling of water transfers associated
with metamorphic reactions is presented in section
2.2. The water weakening model implemented for

Figure 1. Overriding plate velocity, vup, versus
subducting plate velocity, vsub (components normal to
the trench), for 166 transects across modern subductions
as a function of the back-arc strain, adapted from
Lallemand et al. [2008]. The ‘‘neutral line,’’ vup = 0.5
vsub � 2.3, is the regression line among the transects for
which arc–back-arc strain is not significant. If no strain
occurs within the overriding plate (vd = 0), the trench
velocity equals the upper plate velocity: vt = vup.

Figure 2. Sign convention for velocities and resulting force. The hot and weak arc lithosphere is depicted by a
spring deforming as a strain sensor. Note that deformation velocity in the arc lithosphere (vd) and trench velocity (vt)
simulated at the surface are only horizontal, since the model surface is not free.
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hydrated mantle rocks is described in the rheology
section.

2.1. Subduction Geometry and Boundary
Conditions

[5] We study separately the influence of subduc-
tion velocity and upper plate motion. Plate conver-
gence is thus simulated in two steps. During step 1,
subduction is computed from initiation to slab
steady state for a motionless upper plate (simula-
tions S1–S13, Table 2, and Figure 3a). The upper
plate motion is tested in a second step: Simulations
start from a stable state of subduction (end of step
1), and are carried on with an upper plate velocity
different from zero, but keeping the convergence
rate constant (simulations S14–S28, Table 2, and
Figure 3b). The trench initial location as well as
plate velocities are chosen to be compatible in both
setups (section 2.1.3).

2.1.1. Subduction Initiation Model (Step 1)

[6] Subduction is modeled by applying a constant
subduction rate, and, on the other hand, by main-
taining a low strength at the interplate boundary to
localize deformation. The subduction velocity is
imposed along the right vertical section of the
incoming plate, whereas the remaining section of
the box open right side is stress free (Figure 3a). A
7 km thick layer of weak oceanic crust covers the
subducting plate. Both the thermal structure and

the crustal layer of the incoming plate are contin-
uously regenerated as the plate enters the simula-
tion box across the right side. Subduction is
initiated by imposing a weak dipping plate made
of oceanic crust forming the interplate interface
until 55 km depth, with a 30� dip angle (Figure 3).
The oceanic crust strength is assumed to be very
lowwith respect to the mantle stiffness (section 2.3).
At convergence start, deformation localizes along
the weak dipping plane and favors plate bending.
While subduction proceeds, the subducting crust
layer continuously fills the subduction plane, which
sustains deformation localization. We choose not to
vary the initial dip angle, even though it may affect
the subducting slab shape [Arcay et al., 2006]. The
overriding lithosphere is made of peridotite only.
Along the open bottom surface, a zero horizontal
velocity is imposed. This condition will increase the
subducting slab anchoring in the stiff deep mantle,
competing against the hinge migration. Conver-
gence is performed for a fixed upper plate (see
below) until the thermal structure of the subducting
lithosphere is steady state for the applied conver-
gence rate, vc, which is verified for slab lengths
reaching �950 km. At subduction initiation, both
converging plates are 100 km thick. Their initial
thermal state results from a thermal equilibrium
with the underlying convecting mantle (whose
thermal structure includes the adiabatic gradient),
performed without plate tectonics in a presubduc-
tion simulation. The subducting lithosphere is thus

Figure 3. Boundary conditions and initial thermal and compositional fields within the simulation box, to simulate
(a) subduction development from initiation to slab steady state and (b) the influence of surface kinematics, once the
subducted slab length exceeds �950 km. The thick black line at the box surface on the left side represents the domain
over which upper plate velocity is imposed. Isotherms (black lines) are depicted every 300�C. The black filled outline
delimits the oceanic crust. In the top left corner of the simulation box, the thermal structure of a pseudoridge inside
the dashed line area is sustained through time. The dotted box represents the model domain depicted in Figures 8, 10,
and 12.
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assumed to be �100 Ma old. The modeled ther-
mal properties are classical values [e.g., Ricard,
2007].

2.1.2. Upper Plate Motion Modeling
(Step 2)

[7] The overriding plate velocity is imposed on top
of the plate left part, on a 555 km length from the
box left side (Figure 3), until �16 km depth. Slip is
free along the remaining surface. A pseudoridge is
imposed at the upper plate extremity, and simulates
the plate conductive cooling from 0 Ma to 100 Ma
on a 200 km width (Figure 3). Both the thermal
structure and the width of the pseudoridge are
constantly sustained as a boundary condition. As
the box left side is closed, this pseudoridge is
used to either absorb the upper plate shrinking
caused by the plate retreat from the subduction
zone (Figure 3, panel 1) or to allow for the upper
plate lengthening required to accommodate trench-
ward advance. Other mechanical and thermal
boundary conditions are displayed in Figure 3.

2.1.3. Trench Location at Simulation Start
and Choice of Plate Velocities

[8] The trench position is here defined by the
location where the upper surface of the interplate
crust layer intersects the surface. During step 2
experiments, the trench is expected to move in the
same direction as the upper plate if the arc–back-
arc deformation is weak. The trench location at
step 1 initiation (Figure 3a) is thus chosen as a
function of the next step 2 experiment: For upper
plate retreat experiments, the trench is located
1665 km away from the left-hand box side
(Figure 3, top row 1), while, for upper plate advance
simulations, it is set to 1000 km (Figure 3, bottom
row 2). Note that after subduction initiation, the
trench may freely move in a dynamically self-
consistent way. However, the trench location
remains more or less constant during the whole step
1, as the upper plate velocity is set to zero.

[9] We choose to keep constant the subducting slab
thermal structure when the upper plate velocity is
imposed, in order to maintain the same slab
strength in both setups. Consequently, the conver-
gence rate must be identical before and once upper
plate velocity is imposed. The kinematic boundary
conditions from step 1 to step 2 experiment verify:

v
step 2
sub ¼ vstep 1

c þ vstep 2
up ð2Þ

where vsub
step 2 is the subducting plate velocity

(positive trenchward), vup
step 2 is the upper plate

velocity (negative trenchward), and vc
step 1 is the

convergence rate before upper plate motion initia-
tion (Figure 2).

2.2. Initial Hydration State and Water
Migration Model

[10] Water transfers are computed as a function
of dehydration and hydration metamorphic reac-
tions, according to hydrated mineral stability
domains. We use two phase diagrams, one for
the gabbroic crust [Bousquet et al., 1997] and the
other for peridotite [Schmidt and Poli, 1998]
giving water contents at saturation. Before sub-
duction, the oceanic crust water content is set to
2.97 wt%, which corresponds before burying to
water saturation of gabbro in the greenschist
facies. A 10 km thick layer of mantle underlying
the oceanic crust is assumed to be fully serpenti-
nized and contains 6.5 wt% of water. This simple
hydration state before subduction models the
shallow plate hydroalteration near the ridge, and
deep hydration along normal faults at outer bulge
[Ranero et al., 2003].

[11] In asthenospheric pressure and temperature
(P-T) conditions, nominally hydrated minerals are
not stable. We include in this domain the water
amount dissolved by peridotite, by computing
water solubilities at 1000�C in olivine, pyrope,
and pyroxene [Kohlstedt et al., 1996; Lu and
Keppler, 1997; Rauch and Keppler, 2002]. The
modeled mantle solubility increases with pressure
from �390 ppm at 70 km depth to �0.145 wt% at
190 km depth [Arcay et al., 2005]. In the wet
partial melting domain, the mantle water content is
assumed to decrease linearly from the saturation
value below the wet solidus to zero at the dry
solidus [Mei et al., 2002]. We neglect the water left
in the solid residue after magma migration, as
partition coefficients are very low [Asimow et al.,
2004].

[12] We compute water transfers at each time step,
for every tracer located inside the subduction zone.
The maximum water content depends on local P–T
and composition (crust/mantle) conditions: It cor-
responds to the saturation value indicated by phase
diagrams. If a tracer crosses a dehydration reaction
between two time iterations, the water in excess is
released and migrates vertically instantaneously.
This ‘‘free’’ water is absorbed by the nearest
under-saturated tracer until saturation. Latent heat
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of metamorphic reactions is not modeled. If the
migrating water reaches 11 km depth without being
absorbed, it is extracted from the simulation box.

2.3. Rheology

2.3.1. Pseudobrittle and Viscous Behaviors

[13] The modeled rheology depends on tempera-
ture, T, pressure, P, strain rate, _e, composition, C
(crust or mantle), and water content, [OH�]. We
combine a pseudobrittle behavior and a viscous
rheology, through an effective viscosity, neff, given
by: t = neff _e, where t and _e are the second
invariants of the stress and strain rate tensors.
The effective viscosity is the inverse average
between a brittle term, nb, and the non-Newtonian
viscous strength, nv, assuming that the total defor-
mation rate is the sum of brittle deformation and
viscous deformation: neff

�1 = nb
�1 + nv

�1.

[14] The pseudobrittle behavior models a yield
stress, ty, increasing with depth, z:

ty ¼ t0 þ gcrgz ð3Þ

where t0 is the cohesive strength at the surface, g
is the yield stress increase with depth depending on
composition (c refers either to crust, c, or mantle,
m, Table 1), and r is the density. The effective

viscosity in the brittle domain is: nb = ty _e
1
np

�1

_e
1
np

ref

,

where _eref is a reference strain rate and np is a
large stress exponent (Table 1). This relationship
leads to very high strain rates as soon as stress
exceeds the yield stress. In the ductile domain, the
non-Newtonian viscosity writes as:

nv ¼ A0 OH�½ �ð Þ exp Ea Cð Þ þ Vargz
nRT

� �
_e
1
n
�1 ð4Þ

where A0 is a coefficient depending on water
content (see section 2.3.2), Ea is the activation
energy depending on composition, Va is the
activation volume, n is an exponent greater than
1, and R is the gas constant (Table 1). The crust
thermomechanical parameters simulate an inter-
mediate behavior between the wet diorite and the
dry diabase rheologies [Kirby, 1983; Ranalli,
1995]. The modeled mantle behavior is very
close to the wet dunite rheology [Chopra and
Paterson, 1984]. The yield stress increase with
depth chosen for the mantle (Table 1) corresponds
to a classical friction coefficient ( fs

m = 0.6
[Byerlee, 1978; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982]).
We model a low yield stress increase with depth
for the crust (gc = 0.06, Table 1), in agreement
with the values inferred for the interplate plane of
several subduction zones (encompassed between
0.02 and 0.09 for the Cascadia, NE and SW Japan
subduction zones [Wang and Suyehiro, 1999;
Wang and He, 1999; von Herzen et al., 2001;
Lamb, 2006]). Note that the crust yield stress
increase with depth, gc, and the crust activation
energy, Ea

c, are low with respect to their mantle
equivalents (Table 1). As a consequence, the
modeled crust is weaker than the mantle in the
brittle as well as in the viscous domains.

2.3.2. Water Weakening Effect

[15] We model the water weakening effect by an ad
hoc viscosity decrease in the non-Newtonian do-
main by decreasing the preexponential constant,
A0, in equation (4), as a function of water content,
[OH�]:

A0 OH�½ �ð Þ ¼ A
dry
0 1� 1

fn

� �
exp � OH�½ �

OH�½ �0

� �
þ 1

fn

� �
ð5Þ

Table 1. Thermomechanical Parameter Names and
Values

Parameter Name Symbol Value

Box height H0 555 km
Bottom temperature Tb 1888 K
Surface temperature Ts 273 K
Mantle density rm 3300 kg.m�3

Crustal density rc 2920 kg.m�3

Mantle radiogenic
heat production

A 9.20 	 10�8 W.m�3

Adiabatic gradient (@T@z )adiab 0.445 K.km�1

Thermal diffusivity k 0.8 	 10�6 m2.s�1

Thermal expansion
coefficient

a 3.5 	 10�5 K�1

Heat capacity Cp 0.971 	 103 J.(K.kg)�1

Gravity acceleration g 9.81 m.s�2

Oceanic crust thickness Hc 7 km
Preexponential constant,
‘‘dry’’ viscous
rheology

A0
dry 53280 Pa.s

1
3

Activation energy in
the mantle

Ea
m 395 kJ.mol�1

Activation energy in
the crust

Ea
c 285 kJ.mol�1

Activation volume Va 2.34 	 10�5 m3.mol�1

Cohesive strength t0 1 MPa
Stress exponent in the
viscous rheology

n 3

Stress exponent in the
brittle rheology

np 30

Reference strain rate _eref 10�14 s�1

Yield stress increase
with depth (crust)

gc 0.06

Yield stress increase
with depth (mantle)

gm 1.5
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where A0
dry is the preexponential factor for a zero

water content, [OH�]0 is a reference water content,
set to the water amount dissolved by the mantle at
the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (�100 km
depth, 620 ppm), and fn is the maximum hydrous
strength reduction. This simple parameterization
was shown to trigger a rapid and strong convective
thinning of the arc lithosphere, metasomatized by
slab dehydration fluids, as soon as fn 
 50 (see
section 3.1) [Arcay et al., 2006]. In this paper, this
process is used to simulate a weakness area within
the upper plate able to deform freely as a function
of the arc stress regime. We thus set fn to 50. Note
that, if the effective non-Newtonian viscosity is
expressed at constant dissipation rate (t _e) instead
of constant strain rate, the preexponential constant,
A0, in equation (4) becomes A0

3
2

. Consequently, for
low water contents (<0.15 wt%), the hydrous
strength decrease is at most by the order of 93/2 �
27, whereas for high water contents (>0.15 wt%), it
is close to fn

3/2 � 353 [Arcay et al., 2006]. The

range of strength reduction modeled for hydrated
rocks is in agreement with laboratory experiments
[e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. We choose not to
modify the crust strength as a function of water
content in order to maintain the same yield stress
increase along the subduction plane. The crust
water content corresponds here to water absorbed
by hydrated minerals, and is not associated with
water pore pressure that should be included in
Byerlee’s law (3).

2.4. Code and Numerical Resolution

[16] Equations of conservation are solved with
spline finite elements on a nondeforming rectangu-
lar grid (Eulerian code of Christensen [1992]). The
2220 km wide and 555 km deep simulation box is
discretized into 508 	 90 nodes. The grid is refined
to improve resolution in areas of high thermal and
deformation gradients, i.e., in the vicinity of the
subduction plane and in the mantle wedge tip area.

Table 2. Long-Term Subduction Simulations

Simulation

Conv.
Rate, vc,
cm/a

Upper
Plate

Velocity,
cm/a

Subducting
Plate

Velocity,
cm/a

Initial
Trench

Location,a

km

Simulation
Used for
Initiation

Time at
Model
Start,
Ma

Final Time
Since

Subduction
Initiation AS, Ma

Fres at
Run Start
(1012 N/m)

Fres at
Time AS

(1012 N/m)

S1 5 0 5 1388 - 0 55 - �6.7
S2 1 0 1 1665 - 0 76 - 3.5.
S3 1.2 0 1.2 1665 - 0 71 - 1.3
S3b 1.4 0 1.4 1665 - 0 67 - 0.8
S4 1.6 0 1.6 1665 - 0 77 - �2.3
S5 2.5 0 2.5 1000 - 0 40 - �5.4
S6 3 0 3 1665 - 0 43 - �2.7
S6b 4 0 4 1665 - 0 40 - �0.7
S7 5 0 5 1000 - 0 19 - �7.7
S8 6 0 6 1665 - 0 16 - �5.5
S9 7 0 7 1665 - 0 21.5 - �2.
S10 7.5 0 7.5 1665 - 0 13 - �4.7.
S11 8 0 8 1665 - 0 13.5 - �4.3
S12 9 0 9 1665 - 0 11 - �4.6
S13 11 0 11 1665 - 0 13 - �2.0
S14 1 1 2 1665 S2 76 88 4.8 �0
S15 2.5 �2.5 0 1000 S5 40 70 �6.6 �23.
S16 3 1 4 1665 S6 30 35.3 �2.0 �2.9
S17 3 2 5 1665 S6 30 35 �0.8 �0.2
S18 3 3 6 1665 S6 30 39 0.7 �0.5
S19 3 4 7 1665 S6 30 35.3 2.6 1.6
S20 5 6.3 1.3 1388 S7 19 33.3 �4.3 �2.9
S21 5 6 11 1388 S7 19 26 �1.1 �0.3
S22 5 �4 2 1000 S7 19 59 �9 �21.
S23 6 5 11 1665 S8 16 30.3 �0.8 �1.1
S24 7 4 11 1665 S9 13 32 �2 �1.6
S25 7.5 2.5 10 1665 S10 13 58 �0.5 �1.0
S26 8 4 11 1665 S11 13 30 0.7 �1.6
S27 9 1 11 1665 S12 10 36 �3.15 �5.7
S28 11 1 11 1665 S13 10 57 �2.0 �5.7

a
The trench location is measured with respect to the left-hand box side (Figure 3).
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As the trench is expected to move between 660 km
and 1759 km away from the left-hand box side, the
horizontal and vertical grid spacing are there equal
to 2.85 and 2.26 km, respectively, until 555 km
depth. Outside this domain, they are equal to 9.5 and
10.2 km, respectively. The tracer density is constant
over the simulation box (1 per km2). The minimum
number of 7 tracers in the smallest mesh is sufficient
to accurately determine the proportions of each
tracer category in all meshes [Arcay et al., 2005].

3. Simulation Reference and Terms of
the Subduction Force Balance Modeled
in This Study

3.1. Subduction Simulation From Initiation
to Slab Steady State (Step 1)

[17] We briefly describe how subduction develops
from initiation to slab steady state, illustrated by

simulation S1, performed with a fixed upper plate
and a subduction rate of 5 cm/a (Table 2). We focus
on the arc lithosphere structure, that determines the
arc strength.

[18] The progressive deepening and heating of the
incoming plate triggers its dehydration. Serpen-
tinite in the mantle slab is destabilized between
100 and 180 km depth, while crust eclogitization
occurs between 60 and 80 km depth (Figures 4b
and 4c). The overlying mantle wedge is rapidly
water-saturated, because the mantle solubility in
water does not exceed there 0.11 wt%. The
remaining dehydration water migrates toward the
shallow part of the upper plate, where amphibole
and serpentinite form at temperature lower than
1000�C. The water content in the cold upper
lithosphere is equal to at least 0.5 wt% (Figure 4c).
As a consequence, the 1000�C isotherm within the
hydrated lithosphere corresponds to a sharp water
content increase upward, yielding a strong and

Figure 4. (a–d) Close-up on the subduction zone from initiation to steady state for simulation S1 (fixed upper plate,
convergence rate of 5 cm/a, Table 2). Isotherms are depicted every 200�C. The color scale highlights different
processes of water absorption: red, water-rich mantle with stable minerals of serpentine and chlorite; yellow,
nominally hydrated minerals stable in lesser proportions (phase A in the mantle, chlorite and amphibole in the
gabbroic crust); green, stable hydrated minerals in low quantities (mantle amphiboles and phengite in the crust); blue
and light blue, water absorbed by mantle dissolution in high quantities and very low amounts, respectively. (e) Zoom
on the incoming plate structure in the vicinity of the trench 25 Ma after subduction initiation. Red dotted lines
represent outline of constant energy dissipation rate (one every 0.6 mW.m�3). Along the subduction plane, dissipation
rate outlines are depicted every 1.8 mW.m�3 (solid dashed lines). (f) Profile of deviatoric stress across the incoming
plate before plate bending at the trench, computed for the lithospheric temperature profile before bending and for a
reference strain rate equal to 10�14 s�1.
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localized viscosity decrease, due to the mantle
strength dependency on water content. The
1000�C isotherm then acts as an intralithospheric
decoupling level that destabilizes the hydrated lith-
osphere sublayer [Arcay et al., 2006] (Figure 4c).
The continuous slab dehydration sustains through
time the hydrated lithosphere ablation by underly-
ing thermal convection cells. This process reduces
the lithosphere thickness in the hydrated domain to
�33 km, 25 Ma after subduction initiation. Mean-
while, the subducting slab thermal structure rea-
ches steady state at �19 Ma (Figure 4d). Note that
the process of upper lithosphere thinning is driven
by thermal convection only, and is independent of
the arc stress regime. The hot and hydrated area of
the upper plate forms a weak zone, expected to
laterally deform if local stresses exceed the thinned
lithosphere strength. The hydrated lithosphere,
located between 100 and 180 km away from the
trench for a 5 cm/a subduction rate, is assumed to
simulate roughly the volcanic arc position. We thus
label the thinned part of the upper plate the arc
lithosphere.

3.2. Energy Balance for the Subduction
Zone and Forces Simulated in This Model

[19] We derive a simple energy balance to assess
the mechanisms of energy dissipation within the
subduction zone. The purpose is to identify how
kinematics modifies stress in the different areas of
the subduction zone. The simulation box energy
balance is derived from the conservation of mo-
mentum for a continuous medium (whose terms are
multiplied by local velocity) integrated over the
box volume [Conrad and Hager, 1999]. For a
highly viscous fluid (low Reynolds number), the
variation of kinetic energy with time is zero. The
rate of mechanical energy release comes from (1)
the variation of gravitational potential energy, FSP,
and (2) the rate at which stresses do work along the
box boundaries (depending on kinematic boundary
conditions), FBC. This energy is consumed by
subduction-induced mantle flow (Fsm) and by
internal lithosphere deformation, Fd. The balance
between energy release and dissipation writes as:
FSP + FBC = Fsm + Fd. The work done by the slab
on the mantle (Fsm) includes both viscous and form
drags (FStokes and Fanchor, respectively). We de-
compose the rate of energy dissipated by litho-
sphere internal deformation into shear heating
along the interplate boundary, Ffriction, plate bend-
ing at the trench, Fbending, slab deep deformation,
Fslab, and arc strain, Farc. The energy budget, by

unit of trench perpendicular to the simulation box,
writes as:

FBC ¼ FStokes þ Fanchor þ Ffriction þ Fbending þ Fslab þ Farc

� FSP ð6Þ

To assess stress variations induced by surface
kinematics from equation (6), we assume, when
possible, that each rate of energy release/dissipa-
tion, F, corresponds to the rate of work done at
constant velocity by the associated force. For
example, the energy release by the sinking of a
cold thermal layer within the mantle is: FSP = FSP

	 vs, where vs is the subduction velocity and FSP is
the slab-pull force. FSP depends on the subducting
lithosphere age at the trench and on the subducted
slab length [Turcotte and Schubert, 1982; Carlson
et al., 1983; Conrad and Hager, 1999; Capitanio
et al., 2007]: It is thus independent of convergence
rate. This result implies that the modeled slab pull
will be identical in all our simulations. In the
following, each term in equation (6) is discussed to
determine if, first, it can be approximated by the
power of a force working at constant velocity, and
second, when verified, if this force depends on
surface kinematics. These forces are summarized in
Figure 5. Note that the rate of plate convergence,
vc, is defined as a function of plate velocities far
away from the subduction zone, i.e., whatever the
trench velocity and the arc deformation: vc = vsub �
vup. The effective subduction rate at great depth, vs,
includes the rate of arc deformation, vd, as arc
spreading (vd > 0) may accelerate subduction (and
inversely for arc shortening). The subduction rate
is thus vs = vc + vd (Figure 2).

3.2.1. Viscous Heating by Subduction-
Induced Mantle Flow

[20] For an isoviscous mantle, the energy dissi-
pated by the slab viscous drag, FStokes, scales
with the square of the sinking velocity, vs [e.g.,
Conrad and Hager, 1999]. Although the modeled
viscosity is non-Newtonian, we define FStokes as
the vertical component of the mantle resistance to
subduction, increasing with the subduction rate,
vs. As the mantle strength rises with depth
(equation (4)), the mantle Stokes reaction is
expected to be maximum close to the box base.
The dissipation by form drag, Fanchor, results
from the mantle reaction to slab lateral migration.
By analogy to the mantle vertical resistive force,
the energy dissipated by form drag is assumed to
derive from the horizontal component of the
mantle resistance, Fanchor. This force mimics the
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‘‘slab anchor’’ described by Uyeda and Kanamori
[1979]. If the arc lithosphere is neither stretched
nor shortened (vt � vup), the form drag should
increase with the upper plate velocity, vup [Scholz
and Campos, 1995]. Note that the zero horizontal
velocity condition imposed along the open bot-
tom boundary of the simulation box (Figure 3a,
row 1) also competes against slab migration. We
neglect here plate basal drag, i.e., the shearing
occurring at the lithosphere-asthenosphere bound-
ary, where the mantle viscosity is weak (5 	 1019

Pa.s [Arcay et al., 2005]).

3.2.2. Shear Heating Along the Interplate
Surface

[21] The frictional stress, given by equation (3), is
independent of the slip along the interface contact.
The shear heating rate at the interplate boundary is
then: Ffriction = FFriction 	 vs, where Ffriction is the
total friction force at the interplate contact. Ffriction

depends on the interplate segment length and on
the interface rheology. The strength of the inter-
plate boundary depends on the crust brittle yield
stress increase with depth, gc (equation (3)), con-
stant in most simulations except in a few tests
(Appendix A). The maximum extent of the inter-
plate plane is controlled by the brittle-ductile
transition depth along the subduction geotherm,
and depends on the thermomechanical equilibrium
at the mantle wedge tip [Conder, 2005; Arcay et

al., 2007b]. We label the downdip limit of the
interplate contact ‘‘the interplate decoupling
depth,’’ knowing that, at greater depth, the two
converging plates are mechanically decoupled (zdec
in Figure 5 [Furukawa, 1993]). In our modeling,
the interplate decoupling depth was shown to
decrease for increasing subduction rates [Arcay et
al., 2007a, 2007b]. On one hand, low subduction
rates slow the asthenospheric corner flow, thence
the mantle heat flux advected toward the subduc-
tion plane. On the other hand, a low subduction
velocity decreases frictional heating along the
brittle interplate interface, by reducing strain rates,
and further cools the subduction plane. Both effects
result in the deepening of the interplate contact,
and hence in the increase of the total frictional
force. Therefore, although frictional stress does not
depend on strain rate, the friction force is expected
in our models to be a decreasing function of vs.
This assumes that variations of the subduction
plane dip with convergence rate are weak.

3.2.3. Dissipation by Lithosphere Bending

[22] Figure 4e shows that plate bending mostly
dissipates energy at depths shallower than 40 km
at the outer bulge, i.e., in the plate brittle part
much stiffer than the underlying viscous layer
(Figure 4f). Before crossing the trench, the brit-
tle-ductile transition depth within the oceanic
plate only depends on the lithosphere geotherm

Figure 5. Sketch of driving (in blue) and resisting (in red) forces in a subduction system. Forces represented in
green correspond to plate strength competing against deformation.
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[McNutt and Menard, 1982]. Consequently, the
dissipation by bending may write as: Fbending =
Fbending 	 vs, where Fbending corresponds to the
plate brittle strength, independent of convergence
rate [Buffett, 2006]. By restricting our study to old
plate subductions, the Fbending force will be constant
in all simulations as long as surface kinematics
does not significantly modify the subduction plane
dip.

3.2.4. Dissipation by Deep Slab
Deformation

[23] The subducting slab may laterally deforms to
accommodate trench motions (dip variations), as
well as it might be stretched by the subducted
material weight if the mantle support is not effi-
cient. We cannot directly infer whether the slab
strength, Fslab, at intermediate depth can be derived
from the viscous dissipation rate, Fslab, as strain
decreases the slab strength. Nevertheless, this hy-
pothetical force should increase with the subduc-
tion rate.

3.2.5. Dissipation Within the Overriding
Lithosphere

[24] This last term of energy dissipation mainly
originates from the thinned arc lithosphere defor-
mation, as strain rates across the thick upper
lithosphere are close to zero. We verified that
dissipation in the pseudoridge area is negligible
in the great majority of our simulations. The arc
deformation velocity, vd, is assumed to be either
zero or roughly constant. We define the arc
brittle-ductile resistance, Farc, by: Farc = Farc 	
vd. Farc depends on the arc thermal and strain
states (equation (4)). This last term varies
through time as a function of mantle wedge
dynamics.

[25] Finally, the work done by stress along the
simulation box boundaries, FBC, in equation (6),
compensates the difference between energy dissi-
pation and release of the slab gravitational potential
energy. If FBC > 0, kinematic boundary conditions
act to supply the missing energy necessary to
sustain both the surface subducting plate speed
and the upper plate velocity. On the contrary,
FBC < 0 when the subduction rate is lower than
the ‘‘spontaneous’’ rate of slab sinking (uncom-
pensated slab pull). We do not have access to the
FBC value through time. Instead, we compute the
regional tectonic force, Fres, providing the energy
rate FBC. Fres is calculated from sxx deviation from

hydrostatic stresses in an oceanic column of den-
sity rref [Christensen, 1992]:

Fres ¼ �
Z zc

0

sxxdzþ
Z zc

0

rref zð Þzgdz ð7Þ

where zc is the compensation depth (259 km) and
sxx is the horizontal normal component of stress
tensor. Fres is computed far away from the
subduction zone (666 km away from the left box
side), and used as a stress sensor in the upper plate.
A low value of Fres indicates that, if the subduction
system was completely free to evolve, it could
spontaneously produce a surface kinematics close
to the applied one. Alternatively, very high values
of Fres (>1013 N/m in absolute value [Doin and
Henry, 2001]) mean that the subduction kinematics
cannot be self-sustained since it is critically driven
by boundary conditions. The signed value of Fres

characterizes the upper plate tectonic regime from
extension (Fres > 0) to compression (Fres < 0).

3.2.6. Testing the Effect of Surface Plate
Velocities: Short- Versus Long-Term
Simulations

[26] In the following sections, we investigate sep-
arately the influence of convergence rate, vc (sec-
tion 4.1), and of upper plate velocity (section 4.3).
We perform three different types of simulations.
The first set of models simulates the subduction
development at constant subducting plate velocity
while the upper lithosphere is fixed (step 1 experi-
ments). Simulations are stopped once the slab pull
is stabilized (stable slab thermal structure). We then
quantify stress in the upper lithosphere as a func-
tion of the subducting plate speed (section 4.1).
The second and third sets of simulations aim at
testing how the upper plate migration affects the
arc stress. We vary the upper plate velocity (vup), as
well as the subducting plate velocity (vsub), keeping
the convergence rate constant, from end of step 1
experiments. Both ‘‘instantaneous’’ simulations
(second set of models, Table 3) and long-term
experiments (third simulation set, Table 2) are
performed with various combinations of (vsub,
vup). Instantaneous simulations are computed on
short time durations (�105 years). They are helpful
to test the subduction system reaction to a sharp
kinematic change (section 4.3). Long-term simu-
lations are still required to reveal how subduction
evolves through time for different plate velocity
combinations (section 5), because the subducting
plate shape, the mantle wedge dynamics, and the
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arc lithosphere structure depend on local thermo-
mechanical equilibria, that slowly process due
to temperature diffusion, and imply complex
feedbacks between mechanical state and thermal
structure.

4. Model Sensitivity to Surface Plate
Velocity

4.1. Influence of Convergence Rate at
Subducting Slab Steady State for a
Motionless Upper Plate (Step 1)

[27] We describe the convergence rate influence
on subduction force balance while the upper plate
velocity is set to zero. The convergence rate, vc,
(equal to vsub here) is increased from 1 cm/a to

11 cm/a (simulations S1–S13, Table 2). The
resulting force displayed in Figure 6a, Fres

950km,
as a function of vc, is obtained when the slab
structure is steady state, i.e., when the subducting
slab length is close to 950 km.

[28] For very low convergence rates (vc < 1.6 cm/
a), the tectonic force is extensive. For greater
subduction rates, the subduction zone is compres-
sive. However, the compressive resulting force
does not increase monotically with vc, and oscil-
lates around �5 	 1012 N/m for convergence rates
exceeding 5 cm/a. In these cases, we systematically
detect surface deformation either in the arc litho-
sphere and/or in the vicinity of the trench. Hori-
zontal deformation velocities vary from �0.05 to
�0.3 cm/a and indicate compressive strain. We
assume that the threshold of �5 	 1012 N/m

Table 3. Subduction Short Simulations Performed to Test the Effect of Upper Plate Velocity

Simulation

Starts
From

Simulation

Subduction
Age at

Onset, Ma
Convergence
Rate vc, cm/a

Upper Plate
Velocity
vup cm/a

Subducting
Plate Velocity
vsub, cm/a

S2b S2 76 1 �1 0
S2c S2 76 1 2 3
S2d S2 76 1 4 5
S2e S2 76 1 5 6
S4b S4 58 1.6 �1 0.6
S4c S4 58 1.6 1 2.6
S4d S4 58 1.6 2 3.6
S4e S4 58 1.6 4 5.6
S4f S4 58 1.6 5 6.6
S6b2 S6 30 3 �3 0
S6c S6 30 3 �2 1
S6d S6 30 3 �1 2
S6e S6 30 3 2 5
S6f S6 30 3 4 7
S7b S7 19 5 �5 0
S7c S7 19 5 �2 3
S7d S7 19 5 �1 4
S7e S7 19 5 2 7
S7f S7 19 5 4 9
S7g S7 19 5 5 10
S9b S9 13 7 �7 0
S9c S9 13 7 �5 2
S9d S9 13 7 �2 5
S9e S9 13 7 �1 6
S9f S9 13 7 2 9
S9g S9 13 7 4 11
S9h S9 13 7 5 12
S12b S12 10 9 �9 0
S12c S12 10 9 �7 2
S12d S12 10 9 �5 4
S12e S12 10 9 �2 7
S12f S12 10 9 �1 8
S12g S12 10 9 2 11
S12h S12 10 9 4 13
S12i S12 10 9 5 14
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corresponds to the average yield strength of the
mantle arc lithosphere area at �950 km of conver-
gence. Simulation S1, carried on 21 Ma after the
subducted slab length has reached 950 km, shows
that the resulting thickening of the arc lithosphere
is canceled by the underlying thermal convective
ablation constantly sustained by the mantle wedge
hydration. As a consequence, the arc lithosphere
strength remains more or less constant through
time, which may explain the maximum compres-
sive force simulated for all convergence rates
greater than 5 cm/a.

[29] The convergence rate that minimizes the ab-
solute value of Fres is �1.4 cm/a (Figure 6a), and
represents the boundary between extensive and
compressive regimes for a motionless upper plate
after 950 km of convergence. For comparison, the
convergence velocity yielding the absence of sig-
nificant arc stress for vup = 0 is �5 cm/a in current
subduction zones (Figure 1). This suggests that the
modeled subduction force balance is too compres-
sive on average. In the section 4.2, we present an

estimate of the modeled friction force to highlight
how this latter contributes in high compressive
stress.

4.2. Variations of the Modeled Friction
Force

[30] As mentioned in section 3.2, the friction force
depends on the maximum depth of the interplate
boundary, zdec, that controls the subduction plane
length and where the yield stress is maximum. To
calculate simply a rough estimate of the friction
force, Ffriction, we neglect here variations in the
subduction dip angle, f, with the convergence rate.
The subduction plane dip is set to its initial value
(30�). Ffriction writes as a function of the crust yield
stress along the interplate plane (equation (3)):

Ffriction ¼ �
Z zdec

0

1

sinf
t0 þ gcrmgzð Þdz

¼ � 2t0zdec þ gcrmgz
2
dec

� �
ð8Þ

The interplate decoupling depth, zdec, after 950 km
of convergence is estimated by measuring the

Figure 6. Influence of convergence velocity, vc, on the subduction force balance for a motionless upper plate
(simulations S1–S13, Table 2). (a) Resulting force obtained when the subducted slab length is close to 950 km,
Fres
950km. (b) Interplate plane depth, zdec, and corresponding friction force estimate following equation (8) as a function

of convergence rate, vc, for a subducted slab length equal to �950 km. Note that the values obtained for simulations
S5 and S7 are not included. In these two simulations, the initial trench location is much closer to the left closed box
side and induces an excess of compression by boundary effects.
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depth where the shear heating rate is maximum
along the interplate plane (Figure 6b) [Arcay et al.,
2007b]. Compared to the zdec decrease with vc
shown by Arcay et al. [2007b] in the absence of
water transfer computation, Figure 6b shows that
the interplate decoupling depth decrease with
convergence rate is strongly enhanced by intense
convective ablation of the hydrated arc lithosphere
base: zdec decreases from 70 km to 47 km as vc
increases from 1 to 11 cm/a. For the range of
investigated convergence rates, the computed
friction force amplitude is greater than 4.5 	
1012 N/m, and is closed to 1013 N/m in the 1 cm/a
convergence rate case (Figure 6b). The friction
force is thus a first-order term in the
subduction force balance, even if the chosen crust
friction coefficient is low (see section 2.3.1). In
Appendix A, we accurately compare our friction
force estimate, Ffriction

computed, to the effective contribu-
tion of friction in the modeled subduction force
balance, by studying the subduction zone behavior
when friction is canceled. The analysis developed
in Appendix A suggests that, for very low
convergence rates (<2 cm/a), the main force
competing against slab pull is the friction strength
along the subduction plane. To a lesser extent, the
slab stretching occurring for hot and slowly
subducting slabs (vc < 1.6 cm/a) also partly
accommodates the slab pull. For high convergence
rates (>5 cm/a), the deep mantle strength efficiently
compensates the subducted material weight. How-
ever, the interplate friction, despite the zdec
decrease, still contributes to rise compressive stress
in the arc lithosphere. When the convergence rate is

increased, the mantle ductile resistance rising and
the friction force decrease could yield a maximum
in compression for a subduction rate encompassed
between 6 and 10 cm/a, possibly around 8 cm/a
(Figure 6a).

4.3. Resulting Force as a Function of
(vsub, vup) for a Given Constant Convergence
Rate: Instantaneous Simulations

[31] We compare simulations performed with iden-
tical convergence rates and different upper plate
velocities, vup. Simulations S2, S4, S6, S7, S9, and
S11 performed for a motionless upper plate are
carried on with a new combination of plate veloc-
ities at surface (vsub, vup) for a short period of time
(lower than 105 a), to estimate the instantaneous
subduction stress field (Table 3). Simulations with
a zero upper plate velocity (step 1) are used as a
reference to quantify the upper plate velocity effect
on the resulting force jump, DFres (Figure 7).
Upper plate retreats are modeled in cases where
vsub > vc to keep vc the same. Upper plate advance
trenchward (vup < 0) corresponds to experiments
performed with vsub < vc for the same reason.

[32] For all convergence rates, DFres is positive for
upper plate retreats and increases with vup. Model-
ing an upper plate retreat is equivalent to exert an
extensive force on the subduction system [Chase,
1978], whose value increases with vup. In the same
way, the upper plate trenchward advance increases
compressive stress in the upper plate in most cases,
as already suggested by Scholz and Campos

Figure 7. Influence of upper plate velocity on the resulting force while the convergence rate, vc, is unchanged. The
resulting force evolution is represented with respect to the value simulated for a motionless upper plate: DFres =
Fres

vup � Fres
vup=0.
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[1995]. However, the compression increase
appears to be buffered, and even canceled for fast
upper plate trenchward advances. This result can-
not be completely interpreted here. We think that
the buffering in compression could derive from the
subduction zone strength simulated in instantaneous
calculations. The strain field modeled for upper
plate trenchward advance on very short simulations
might not correspond to a real equilibrium state,
especially if kinematic boundary conditions impose
a high compressive stress. Therefore, the non-
Newtonian behavior is likely to be inaccurately
modeled. Nevertheless, the resulting force sensitiv-
ity to upper plate velocity suggests that the mod-
eled deep slab anchoring is high. When combined
together, the basal slab anchoring and upper plate
motion are able to turn a compressive state into an
extensive stress regime (and vice versa) if the
upper plate migration rate is high enough.

5. Long-Term Subduction Evolution for
Various Combinations of Plate
Velocities

[33] We study how thermal and mechanical struc-
tures over the subduction zone equilibrate through
time in response to surface plate kinematics
(Table 2). We focus on three combinations of plate
velocities that produce three different tectonic
regimes in the arc lithosphere: ‘‘neutral,’’ highly
compressive, and highly extensive. These three
models simulate the plate kinematics estimated
in the HS3 reference frame for the Kuril, Colom-
bia, and Sandwich subduction zones [Heuret and
Lallemand, 2005]. The thermal and mechanical
evolution of the arc lithosphere is discussed in
relation to the tectonic regional force (Fres), the
arc lithosphere thickness (Dzmin

arc ) considered as
an indicator of the arc strength, the trench
velocity (vt), the horizontal deformation rate simu-
lated in the arc area (vd), and the subduction rate
(vs, Figure 2). In the last subsection, we summarize
the subduction model behavior as a function of
surface velocities.

5.1. Neutral Case Study

[34] The subducting plate velocity, vsub, is fixed to
10 cm/a, while the upper plate retreats with respect to
the trench at a constant rate, vup, of 2.5 cm/a (Kuril
subduction kinematics, simulation S25, Table 2).
The simulation starts from the subduction state
obtained in simulation S10 after 13 Ma of conver-
gence performed with a rate of 7.5 cm/a (Figure 8).

[35] Figure 9a displays the evolution of the trench
position, xt, in relation to trench location at simu-
lation start. The trench velocity, vt, is computed by
derivating xt with respect to time (Figure 9b). The
deformation velocity in the arc lithosphere, vd, is
the difference between upper plate velocity, vup,
and trench velocity: vd = vup � vt (Figure 2). The
subduction rate within the mantle, vs, writes as vs =
vsub � vt. As the upper plate retreats away from the
subduction zone, the shallow subduction dip, ini-
tially equal to 27�, increases to 36� (Figure 8). The
trench constantly migrates at a rate close to vup
(2.5 cm/a, Figure 9b): vd remains very low, even if
the arc lithosphere strength decreases. The arc
lithosphere thinning by thermal convection, sus-
tained by continuous slab dehydration, reduces the
arc lithosphere thickness to �15 km, 15 Ma after
simulation onset (Figure 9c). Note that we here
estimate the arc thickness by the 1000�C isotherm
depth. Choosing a hotter isotherm to define the arc
thickness would have lead to strong oscillations
though time because of continuous blob detach-
ments [Arcay et al., 2006]. Since the arc litho-
sphere is very weak, the absence of deformation
indicates that stress across the arc area is low, as
indicated by the low tectonic regional force, whose
absolute value is always lower than 3 	 1012 N/m
(moderate compressive regime, Figure 9c). The arc
lithosphere thickening between 16 and 24 Ma
(Figure 9c) is not associated with shortening. The
drastic arc lithosphere thinning reached at 16 Ma
results in an high conductive gradient across the
rigid lid (heat flow of 145 mW.m�2). We assume
that the underlying small-scale convection is not
vigorous enough to cancel alone the conductive
cooling from above. An episode of thermal thick-
ening initiates in the arc, and finally stabilizes the
arc lithosphere thickness at around 28 km.

5.2. Compressional Case Study

[36] Simulation S22 models an upper plate
trenchward migration at a rate of �4 cm/a, while
the subducting plate advances with a 2 cm/a
velocity, as observed in the Colombia subduction
zone in the HS3 reference frame [Heuret and
Lallemand, 2005]. The simulation starts from the
subduction stage obtained after 19 Ma of con-
vergence in model S7 (Table 2). Since simulation
start (Figure 10, 0.8 Ma), the upper plate ad-
vance yields a highly compressional regime, with
a resulting force equal to �9 	 1012 N/m
(Figure 11c). The arc lithosphere shortens while
the shallow subduction dip decreases (Figure 10,
11.7 Ma). The arc deformation rate reaches
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�0.5 cm/a after 4 Ma of convergence (Figure 11b),
and results in the arc lithosphere thickening, from
25 km to 42 km (10.4 Ma, Figure 11c and Figure 10,
11.8 Ma). The arc shortening temporarily stops
between �11 and 15 Ma.

[37] The dip angle decrease is associated with the
progressive mantle wedge closing, which impedes
both thermal convection and asthenospheric corner
flow. On one hand, the arc lithosphere cooling by
shortening is unbalanced, and, on the other hand,
the mantle wedge tip cools. This hinders the
mechanical decoupling of the two converging
plates at the subduction plane extremity. Therefore,
the subduction dip decrease and the fore-arc litho-
sphere cooling triggers the subducting plate flat-

tening. The force necessary to maintain high
convergence velocities continuously rises to over-
come the subduction zone cooling (Figure 11c).
We observe the same irreversible evolution from
subduction dip decrease to subducting slab flatten-
ing in simulation S15, performed with a 2.5 cm/a
upper plate trenchward advance (Table 2). In this
modeling, the mantle wedge closing caused by
upper plate advance, once initiated, cannot be
canceled and leads to extremely high compressive
stress (�20 	 1012 N/m after 20.5 Ma of conver-
gence, Figure 11c). If convergence was not forced
by boundary conditions, the slab pull alone might
not be able to overcome the strengthening of the
cooled interplate plane and the subduction process
might cease.

Figure 8. Evolution of the two converging plates in simulation S25 (Table 2) once the upper plate retreat at 2.5 cm/
a is imposed: Zoom on the temperature and velocity field over the subduction zone at different times elapsed from
simulation onset. The white line delimits the oceanic crust. The subducting plate velocity at surface is set 10 cm/a to
sustain a 7.5 cm/a convergence rate.
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5.3. Extensional Case Study

[38] The kinematics of the Sandwich subduction
zone is modeled by simulation S14 (Table 2). The
upper plate velocity and the subducting plate
velocity are set to 1 cm/a and 2 cm/a, respectively.
Simulation S14 starts from the final state obtained
in simulation S2, performed with a 1 cm/a
rate convergence rate during 76 Ma (Figure 12,
0.5 Ma). Simulation S14 exhibits three different
stages, detailed in the following: (1) slow arc
stretching (first 3 Ma of convergence), (2) arc
spreading at a constant velocity of �1.4 cm/a (from
4 Ma to �8 Ma, Figure 13b), and (3) arc spreading

acceleration (last 4 Ma of subduction). (1) At
simulation start, the subduction system is highly
extensive (+4.8 	 1012 N/m, Figure 13c). The
resulting force immediately decreases, as the trench
spontaneously rolls back. The trench velocity, vt,
decreases from the upper plate velocity (1 cm/a) to
�0.3 cm/a at 4 Ma (Figure 13b). The arc litho-
sphere strongly thins (only 13 km after 3 Ma,
Figure 13c), due to stretching by upper plate retreat
and trench roll-back. As a result, the weak arc
lithosphere fails, with a spreading center located
�190 away from the trench (Figure 12, 4.1 Ma).
The arc spreading center will remain fixed until

Figure 9. Evolution of trench position, surface velocities, and arc structure for simulation S25 (Table 2). (a) Trench
location (xt) and position of the thinnest section within the arc lithosphere through time (xDzmin

arc). Distances are
measured with respect to the initial trench location at simulation start and are counted negatively toward the upper
plate (as in Figure 8). (b) Evolution of trench velocity (vt), deformation velocity within the arc (vd), and velocity of
slab subduction within the mantle (vs). (c) Resulting force of the subduction force balance, Fres, computed 666 km
away from the left side of the simulation box, outside the area displayed in Figure 8, and minimum arc thickness,
Dzmin

arc (estimated by the depth of the 1000�C isotherm) at location xDzmin
arc (Figure 9a).
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�8 Ma after simulation start (Figure 13a). During
phase 2, the sustained trench roll-back shallows the
subduction dip at 60–150 km depth from 50� at
4 Ma to �37�, at 9 Ma (Figure 12). Trench roll-
back increases the subduction rate vs (3 cm/a at
7 Ma), which decreases the interplate decoupling
depth from 70 km to 40 km (Figure 12, 4.1 Ma
and 9 Ma) and the corresponding friction force
(section 4.2). The resulting force thus rises from a
low degree of compression (�0.4 	 1012 N/m,
4 Ma) to become extensive at 10 Ma (+0.4 	
1012 N/m, Figure 13c). Note that extension, pro-
moted by friction force decrease, is here partly
counterbalanced by the mantle resistance increasing
with vs. This would explain why the resulting force
increase is so low. (3) At 8 Ma, the arc lithosphere
thickness is reduced to 3.6 km (Figure 13c): The arc
lithosphere strength is canceled. Therefore, the

trench roll-back velocity exponentially increases
from �8 Ma (Figure 13b). The associated subduc-
tion rate increase (10 cm/a at 10 Ma) favors cold
material advection and, at a given depth, cools the
newly subducted slab with respect to previous seg-
ments. The decrease of the deep subduction dip
(Figure 12, 10.4 Ma) may result from the subduct-
ing slab cooling and strengthening.

5.4. Synthesis: Influence of Surface Plate
Kinematics on the Modeled Arc Strain
Regime

5.4.1. Arc Compression Versus Extension
Domains in Our Modeling

[39] We summarize in Figure 14a the results obtained
for long-term simulations listed in Table 2. Simu-
lations are classified into four categories, depend-

Figure 10. Same as Figure 8, for simulation S22 (Table 2): upper plate advance toward the trench at 4 cm/a, and
subducting plate velocity at surface equal to 2 cm/a.
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ing on deformation velocity in the arc lithosphere
(vd) and resulting force, Fres. ‘‘Extensive regime’’
is defined by a Fres increase to a positive value
associated with arc rifting or spreading (vd > 0).
‘‘Weakly extensive’’ regime corresponds to a pos-
itive resulting force for which no deformation
occurs (vd = 0). ‘‘Low compression’’ corresponds
to a zero arc strain and low negative resulting force
(�2 	 1012 � Fres < �1 	 1012 N/m). ‘‘Compres-
sive regime’’ includes simulations for which Fres �
�2 	 1012 N/m and vd < 0. At last, the models for
which vd is always close to zero (oscillations with
amplitude < 0.8 cm/a in absolute value), while the
resulting force tends to zero, belong to the ‘‘neu-
tral’’ domain. To compare modeling results to
statistical trends observed in current subduction
zones (Figure 1), simulations are depicted as a
function of subducting and upper plate velocities
applied at the box surface. Extensive regimes are

obtained only for fixed or retreating upper plates
(Figure 14a). As the subducting plate velocity
increases, thus rising mantle resistance to subduc-
tion, the rate of upper plate retreat must increase to
trigger spreading in the arc lithosphere. Compres-
sive regime is modeled at any subducting plate
velocity if the rate of upper plate retreat is low
enough. Upper plate trenchward advance system-
atically leads to compression (section 5.2). We
obtain only three models classified in the ‘‘neutral’’
regime, located at the boundary between compres-
sive and extensive domains (Figure 14a). The
regression line computed with these three points
writes as: vup = 0.63 vsub � 1 (black line in Figure
14a), or, expressed as a function of convergence
velocity (in cm/a):

vup ¼ 1:7vc � 2:7 ð9Þ

Figure 11. Same as Figure 9, for simulation S25 (Table 2).
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We have checked that the arc stress modeled as a
function of plate velocities is not modified by a
moderate change in the convergence rate (±1 cm/a)
used to obtain the starting subduction state (step 1
experiment) at upper plate migration initiation (see
Appendix B).

5.4.2. Time Dependence of the Arc Strain
Regime

[40] To illustrate how the arc deformation mode
may be time dependent, we describe simulation S6,
performed with a fixed upper plate and a 3 cm/a
convergence rate (Figure 14b). When the slab pull
is steady state, the resulting force equals �2.7 	
1012 N/m and the arc deformation rate is zero
(31.7 Ma after subduction onset). The simulation
S6 stress regime is then labeled compressive in

Figure 14a. However, this arc stress regime is not
stable on long durations. The resulting force
becomes extensive at 37 Ma, and triggers stretch-
ing in the thinned arc lithosphere. We assume that
the evolution from compression to extension
results from the arc–fore-arc lithosphere dynam-
ics. The degree of arc thermal thinning keeps on
increasing after slab-pull stabilization, which
implies two effects. First, the interplate decoupling
depth decreases (from 61 km, 30 Ma, to 54 km at
40 Ma). The friction force is thus reduced (by
�1.6 	 1012 N/m, equation (8)). Second, the arc
thermal weakening triggers arc shortening (vd =
�1 cm/a, 37.4 Ma). The latter leads to a subduc-
tion rate decreases, and thence to a weaker slab
support by mantle strength. Both processes even-
tually trigger arc spreading. Hence, the simulation
S6 evolution suggests that the arc stress regime

Figure 12. Same as Figure 8, for simulation S14 (Table 2): upper plate retreat with respect to the trench of 1 cm/a,
and subducting plate velocity at surface equal to 2 cm/a (model of Sandwich kinematics).
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modeled at �950 km of convergence is not
necessarily stable. This instability comes from
the dynamic feedback between arc deformation
and amplitude of forces resistive to subduction
(e.g., friction and mantle Stokes reaction).

[41] At slab steady state, a subduction rate
 1.6 cm/a
is sufficient to simulate arc compression for a
motionless upper plate. Simulation S6 with vc =
3 suggests that, on long subduction durations
(>20 Ma), the transition from extension to com-
pression is shifted to a convergence velocity great-
er than 3 cm/a. We notice that model S6b (Table 2),
performed with vc = 4 cm/a, evolves from a
compressive state at 950 km of convergence to
an unstable subneutral regime on longer timescales
(Figure 14b), whereas simulation S1 displays a
compressive behavior at all times (Fres < �2 	

1012 N/m and vd < 0, Figure 14b). To conclude, the
transition from extension to compression on lasting
convergences, for a fixed upper plate, may occur at
a subduction rate of �4 cm/a.

6. Discussion

6.1. Influence of the Arc Lithosphere
Strength

[42] The arc spreading onset used to classify our
subduction models in the extensional domain
(Figure 14a) occur rapidly once the slab pull is
stable (durations � 5 Ma from upper plate motion
initiation). The boundary between compressive and
extensive domains, expressed as a function of plate
velocities (Figure 14a), is thus based on the short-
term subduction behavior. As discussed above, the

Figure 13. Same as Figure 9, for simulation S14 (Table 2).
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convergence rate yielding a ‘‘neutral’’ regime, for a
motionless upper plate, increases from 1.4 cm/a on
short timescales from slab pull steady state to 3 or
even 4 cm/a on long-duration convergences (see
Figure 14b, b1 and b2). This shift comes from the
fore-arc/arc lithosphere behavior through time. It
highlights the critical influence of the arc litho-
sphere strength on the simulated subduction force
balance. The modeled arc strength depends on
(1) distribution of slab dehydration fluids across
the arc area and arc metasomatism degree, (2) the
arc lithosphere composition before hydration,
allowing or not the formation of hydrated minerals
at high temperature (>900�C) necessary to trigger

an intralithospheric decoupling level [Arcay et al.,
2006], and (3) the strength reduction modeled for
hydrated mantle rocks (equation (5)). Hence, the
arc lithosphere strength is likely to strongly vary
from a subduction zone to another, which we
neglect in this paper. In this study, the geometry
of the hydrated and weakened arc lithosphere is
controlled by the convergence rate only (compare
the first pictures of subduction with vc = 7.5 cm/a,
Figure 8 and with vc = 1 cm/a, Figure 12). The
subduction of a younger lithosphere would have
reduced the hydrated domain width, but also max-
imized the slab dehydration degree, due to a more
efficient slab top warming. Besides, note that the
modeled arc lithosphere is only made of mantle.
Including a shallow crustal structure should de-
crease the arc strength, possibly modifying the
evolution of subduction force balance. We discuss
in the following the compression-extension bound-
ary modeled in this paper in relation to statistical
trends observed in current subduction zones, being
aware that the simulated arc strain rates cannot
directly be compared to natural cases.

6.2. Arc Strain Regime: Model Versus
Statistical Trends on Modern Subductions

[43] Compared to the relationship between vsub and
vup describing the absence of arc deformation in
current subduction zones, the modeled extension-
compression transition is, first, shifted toward
higher rates of upper plate retreat with respect to
the trench (compare the observed kinematic rela-
tionship equation (1), grey line in Figure 14a, and
the modeled relation equation (9), black line in
Figure 14a). Our subduction model may simulate

Figure 14. (a) Summary of long-term simulations of
subduction listed in Table 2, depicted as a function of
subducting plate velocity imposed at surface (vsub),
upper plate velocity (vup), and arc tectonic regime.
Simulation results are superimposed on current subduc-
tion transect data (grey dots) displayed in Figure 1.
Numbers refer to the resulting force (Fres), in 1012 N/m,
modeled at 950 km of convergence (slab pull steady
state). See the text for class definition. The thick black
line is the regression line among the simulations for
which both arc horizontal deformation and resulting
force are close to zero (defined as ‘‘neutral’’ tectonic
regime), while the grey line is the regression line for
current ‘‘neutral’’ subduction zones in HS3 reference
frame (Figure 1). (b) Time evolution of resulting force
and arc horizontal deformation at fixed overriding plate
(vup = 0) for simulations S6 (vsub = vc = 3 cm/a),
simulation S6b (vsub = 4 cm/a), and S1 (vsub = 5 cm/a).
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on average a compression degree higher than in
natural magmatic arcs. Firstly, the mantle strength
increase with depth, and/or the crust friction coef-
ficient are possibly too high. However, a relatively
high crust and mantle stiffness is required in our
model to correctly compensate at great depths the
cold lithosphere sinking, otherwise subduction
cannot be simulated in a realistic way. The result-
ing force basically depends on the crust frictional
coefficient and on the mantle viscous rheology
(activation energy and activation volume; see
Appendix C). Secondly, by modeling old and cold
subducting lithospheres, the incoming plate can
support high stresses before reaching the deforma-
tion threshold, due to a large plate strength. This
might also explain why the influence of conver-
gence rate, vc, on subduction force balance is much
higher than suggested by current observations
(equation (9)): The subduction rate is the only
parameter controlling in our model the subducting
slab strength. At last, the simulated trenchward
advance of upper plate enhances high compression
in the arc lithosphere, in agreement with observa-
tions (Figure 1), but here triggers flat subduction.
This excess in compression might originate from
either a too strong deep slab anchoring, and/or a
boundary effect caused by the closed left side of
the simulation box facing the subducting slab, that
could disturb the subduction-driven mantle flow.
Despite the numerous limitations aforementioned,
our simulations remain able to simulate a transition
from arc compression to arc spreading for reason-
able plate velocities at the surface, and, in some
cases, to reproduce correctly the arc deformation
mode observed in nature for a given kinematics
(Kuril and Sandwich kinematics for example). We
discuss bellow the different insights inferred
from this model to subduction force equilibrium
understanding.

6.3. Subduction Force Balance Inferred
From Statistical Trends: Insight From This
Modeling

[44] Our modeling differs from many subduction
force models by the simulated rheology. At low
temperature and shallow depth, the incoming plate
strength is controlled by the brittle yield stress, that
limits the energy dissipated by plate bending. As a
result, the bending strength is not a predominant
force balancing the slab pull in this model (contrary
to Becker et al. [1999], Conrad and Hager [1999,
2001], Funiciello et al. [2003b], Bellahsen et al.
[2005], Schellart [2005], Buffett [2006], and
Faccenna et al. [2007]). We think that modeling

the lithosphere yield stress at shallow depth is more
realistic to simulate plate bending [Kohlstedt et al.,
1995; Buffett and Rowley, 2006]. Consequently, the
basic forces resistive to subduction are in our
model the surrounding mantle strength and the
friction force. The mantle Stokes reaction was
argued to be the main force balancing slab pull
by numerous authors [e.g., Scholz and Campos,
1995; Becker et al., 1999; Becker and O’Connell,
2001; Conrad and Lithgow-Bertolloni, 2002; Ribe,
2003; Bellahsen et al., 2005; Billen and Hirth,
2007]. Frictional stresses along the interplate sur-
face are usually neglected in subduction force
models. Note that the high proportion of friction
appears despite our low crust frictional coefficient,
which is besides in agreement with studies of
conditions sustaining the subduction process
[Bercovici, 1996; Tackley, 2000; Doin and Henry,
2001]. The friction force is here required to equil-
ibrate slab pull especially for slow convergences
for which the surrounding mantle ductile strength
is weak. However, including in the model a lower
mantle layer stronger than the upper mantle and/or
a density jump [e.g., Richards and Hager, 1984;
Christensen, 1996; Schmeling et al., 1999; Conrad
and Lithgow-Bertolloni, 2002; Billen and Hirth,
2007] should enhance slab pull balance by mantle
viscous shear and affect slab dip and trench veloc-
ity. A significant insight from our simulations is
that subduction force balance is a time-dependent
process if the intrinsic interplay between thermal
and mechanical structures is modeled. One of the
best illustration is the downdip limit of the inter-
plate plane regulated by plate kinematics (control-
ling the convergence velocity), rheology, and
mantle wedge hydration. It affects in turn the
subduction equilibrium evolution through the fric-
tion force. In the vast majority of subduction
models, this feedback is not simulated because
the geometry of the interplate contact is fixed.

[45] Our simulations may confirm the conclusion
derived from the statistical analysis of back-arc–
arc strain by Lallemand et al. [2008], suggesting
that the arc tectonic regime is basically driven
neither by the convergence rate nor by the upper
plate velocity alone, but results from their combi-
nation. Moreover, our results could have implica-
tions regarding the choice of the reference frame
used to determine major plate velocities. Statistical
analysis of subduction kinematics are biased by the
choice of the reference frame, implying assump-
tions on deep mantle flows [Enns et al., 2005]. In
the modeling setup, plate velocities are defined
with respect to the simulation box, which would
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refer in nature to a deep passive mantle, flowing
only in response to plate motion. Let us considerer
the simulation S25, performed with vsub = 10 cm/a
and vup = 2.5 cm/a (Table 2). In the HS3 reference
frame, this plate velocity combination mimics the
Kuril subduction zone (no significant arc deforma-
tion). In our modeling this surface kinematics is
classified in the neutral to slightly compressive
regime (Fres = �1 	 1012 N/m), whereas this
simulation would be located in the extensional
domain defined in both NNR and SB04 reference
frames [Lallemand et al., 2008]. Indeed, the ‘‘neu-
tral line’’ slope in a (vsub, vup) diagram decreases
from 0.5 in the HS3 reference frame to 0.3 and 0.2
in the NNR and SB04 reference frames. The use of
NNR or SB04 reference frames would thus em-
phasize the influence of upper plate velocity on
back-arc tectonic regime. Our model rather predicts
that arc strain is controlled by the combination of
vup and vsub. From our results, we conclude that the
HS3 reference frame is more appropriate to define
the plate kinematics influence on the subduction
force balance.

7. Conclusion

[46] We use a semi-dynamic model of subduction
to investigate the subducting plate and upper plate
velocity influence on back-arc strain, assuming
that: The rheology is mainly either brittle or
viscous; lithospheres are 100 km thick; subduction
is restricted to the upper mantle (555 km thick).

[47] 1. For a motionless overriding lithosphere, the
subduction hinge is more or less fixed. As a result,
stresses in the arc–back-arc area are tensional for
convergence rate < 1.4 cm/a, while higher subduc-
tion velocities implies arc compression. On long
timescales, i.e., closer to natural cases, the exten-
sion-compression transition occurs at a higher
convergence rate (4 cm/a) due to the hotter struc-
ture of the arc lithosphere.

[48] 2. An upper plate retreat with respect to the
trench acts as tensional force on the interplate
interface. Trenchward advance of the overriding
lithosphere increases compression in the arc area.
However, compressive stress is likely to be buffered
by the arc lithosphere yield strength, especially if
arc thickening by shortening is canceled by under-
lying convective ablation.

[49] 3. The friction force derived from the inter-
plate surface behavior is a first-order term in the
modeled subduction force balance (as the mantle
Stokes reaction), in spite of the low frictional

coefficient chosen for the interplate contact. The
friction force depends on subduction rate, interplate
rheology, and rock hydration at the mantle wedge
tip.

[50] 4. Simulations modeling the plate kinematics
computed in the HS3 reference frame for, respec-
tively, the Kuril, Sandwich, and Colombia subduc-
tion zones, mimic at first order the arc deformation
mode observed in nature (no deformation, arc
spreading, and arc shortening, respectively). Nev-
ertheless, our modeling of upper plate trenchward
advance simulates extremely high compressive
stresses, that lead to subducting plate flattening.

[51] 5. The transition from arc extension to com-
pression modeled as a function of surface plate
velocity is shifted toward higher rates of upper
plate retreat than in statistical trends. The conver-
gence rate influence on subduction force balance is
stronger than inferred from statistical kinematics
data. However, the model highlights the time
dependency of the back-arc strain.

[52] 6. Our results confirm that the arc tectonic
regime is mainly driven by the combination of
convergence rate and upper plate velocity, as
suggested by statistical analysis of current subduc-
tion zones [Lallemand et al., 2008]. Simulations
suggest that the use of the HS3 reference frame to
define plate velocities lead to a better description of
the plate kinematics influence on the back-arc
stress, contrary to the NNR and SB04 reference
frames promoting the effect of the upper plate
velocity alone.

Appendix A: Testing the Subduction
Force Balance Model: Friction Force
Influence

[53] We test in this appendix the subduction model
sensitivity with respect to friction, whose value is
predicted by equation (8) and depicted in Figure 6b.
For simulations S1 to S13, the subduction model is
carried on from the slab steady state (end of step 1)
on 20 time iterations (duration < 105 years) by
maintaining the same convergence rate while fric-
tion stresses are canceled (crust yield stress increase
with depth, gc, divided by 10, Table A1). Compared
to the values obtained at slab steady state, the
resulting force, Fres

no friction, is now shifted toward
extensive values (Figure A1a). One may notice that
the resulting force dependency in convergence rate
(vc), is significantly reduced in the absence of
friction. The influence of friction on subduction
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force balance is evaluated by comparing the result-
ing force simulated without friction (Fres

no friction) to
the resulting force obtained at slab steady state,
Fres
950km, once the predicted friction has been with-

drawn (Fres
950km�Ffriction

computed), by computing the total
friction force with equation (8) (Figure A1a). DF
quantifies the difference between these two values
as a function of vc (Figure A1b):

DF ¼ Fno friction
res � F950km

res � F
computed
friction

� 	
ðA1Þ

For 1.6 � vc � 9 cm/a, DF is low and roughly
constant with convergence rate (�1.7 	 1012 N/m),
suggesting that our friction prediction is
correct. DF > 0 is equivalent to
Fres
950km�Fres

no friction < Ffriction
computed < 0: When friction

is canceled, an extra compressive terms (equal to
DF), not directly related to frictional stresses,
appears compared to the simulation including
friction. This occurs if vc 
 1.6 cm/a. On the
contrary, DF < 0 indicates that a compressive
terms, different from friction, has disappeared in the

Table A1. Subduction Short Simulations Performed to Test the Interplate Frictiona

Simulation
Starts From
Simulation

Subduction Age
at Onset, Ma

Convergence
Rate vc, cm/a

Upper Plate
Velocity vup, cm/a

Subducting Plate
Velocity vsub, cm/a

S2a S2 76 1 0 1
S4a S4 58 1.6 0 1.6
S6a S6 30 3 0 3
S1a S7 19 5 0 5
S9a S9 13 7 0 7
S11a S11 13 8 0 8
S12a S12 10 9 0 9
S13a S13 10 11 0 11

a
In these experiments, the crust yield stress increase (gc) is divided by 10 and set to 0.006.

Figure A1. (a) Comparison between the resulting force obtained at �950 km of subducted slab length, Fres
950km

(thick line), and the instantaneous resulting force when the interplate friction is suddenly set to zero (Fres
no friction, thin

line). The dashed line represents the difference between the resulting force, Fres
950km, and the computed friction

depicted in Figure 6a and can thus be compared to Fres
no friction. (b) Finally, DF is the difference between expected and

effective contributions of friction to the total subduction force balance (see the text for explanation).
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subduction model without friction (vc = 1 cm/a
simulation). To understand the origin of this excess/
lack in compressive stress, we present in Figure A2
the distribution of energy dissipation rates across
the subduction zone, when friction is simulated or
not. Without friction, forces resisting to subduction
are the surrounding mantle strength, the arc litho-
sphere strength, and the subducting slab strength.
For vc = 11 cm/a, the dissipation rate is increased in
the absence of friction both at the incoming
lithosphere outer bulge and along the subducting
slab surfaces at great depth: The dissipation rate
rising results from the increase in subduction rate,
yielding an increase of FStokes compared to the
simulation including friction (compare Figure A2c
and Figure A2d). For vc = 1 cm/a, the absence of
high shear heating along the slab surfaces at great
depth, as well as the dissipation rate decrease in the
area where the lithosphere bends, indicate that the
subduction rate tends to decrease without friction
(Figures A2a and A2b). This is also suggested by
the strong reduction in slab stretching rate. On the
contrary, shear heating strongly increases in the arc
lithosphere and along the subduction plane. By
canceling frictional stress, the resulting force
reaches the tensional threshold at which the arc

lithosphere and the subduction plane fail: Arc
spreading initiates, while the two planes of the
interplate layer separate. The lithosphere subduc-
tion ceases, as the slab falls in the deep mantle.

Appendix B: Influence of Subducting
Slab Structure at Upper Plate Motion
Onset

[54] We test in this appendix the influence of the
starting slab thermal structure when the upper plate
migration is modeled (step 2 experiment). We
compare simulations performed with the same
kinematic boundary conditions, but differing by
their starting structures. Simulations S24 and S26
(Table 2) are initiated, respectively, from simula-
tion S9 (vc = 7 cm/a) and simulation S11 (vc = 8 cm/
a) (Table 2). Simulations S24 and S26 both
show the same arc strain regime (vd = 0 and Fres =
�1.6 	 1012 N/m). Similarly, simulations S27 and
S28 (same kinematic boundary conditions) differ
by the starting subduction structures (computed
respectively with vc equal to 9 and 11 cm/a) and
lead to the same arc deformation and stress regime
(vd = 0 and Fres = �5.7 	 1012 N/m, Figure 14a).

Figure A2. Thermal and mechanical states of the subduction zone when frictional forces are included in the model
(Figures A2a and A2c) or canceled (Figures A2b and A2d) for a convergence rate of 1 cm/a (Figures A2a and A2b)
and 11 cm/a (Figures A2c and A2d). Isotherms (black lines) are displayed every 150�C. Red lines are outlines of
constant energy dissipation rate (one every 0.6 mW.m�3).
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Therefore, a slight change in the convergence rate
(±1 cm/a) used to compute the initial slab thermal
state at upper plate migration initiation does not
significantly affect the final state of the subduction
zone, because the subducting lithosphere equili-
brates through time according to the subduction
rate.

Appendix C: Resulting Force
Dependence on Rheological Parameters

[55] We test in this appendix the sensitivity of the
resulting force in rheological parameters. The com-
parison between the modeled stress and the ob-
served one in the arc area as a function of surface
kinematics shows that the subduction model sim-
ulates on average a higher compression degree than
in nature (Figure 14 and section 6.2). However, the
mantle viscous rheology modeled in anhydrous
conditions at shallow depths appears rather weak,
as it is close to the wet dunite rheology [Chopra
and Paterson, 1984, section 2.3]. This paradox
might come from (1) the chosen low asthenosphere
temperature (only 1200�C at 100 km depth, see
Figure 4 for illustration) and (2) the high mantle
viscosity increase with depth included here, while
it is implicitly assumed to be negligible in labora-
tory experiments of Chopra and Paterson [1984].
Both effects favor a high strength of the simulated
deep mantle. The resulting force dependence in
rheological parameters is tested by performing
instantaneous simulations, for two subduction sim-
ulations (one showing an arc lithosphere always
under compression, the other evolving through
time from compression to subneutral regime) and
at two different stages. Simulations S1 and S6b

(vup = 0, vsub = 5 and 4 cm/a, respectively, Table 2)
are carried on from either the subduction state at
950 km of convergence, or from the subduction
structure obtained 34 Ma after subduction initia-
tion, on 20 time iterations (total duration of
�105 years) by varying one parameter after the
other. We test the main six thermomechanical
parameters of the model (Table A2): Frictional
coefficients (crust and mantle), activation energies
(crust and mantle), activation volume, and preex-
ponential constant in Arrhenius law (equation (4)).
To order the parameter respective influences, we
indicate the percentage in the parameter variation
and the associated variation in Fres. Note that
relative variations in the resulting force are com-
puted with respect to compression (a negative
percentage indicates a compression decrease).
The results show that, first, the resulting force
sensitivity to a given parameter is not identical at
all times and slightly differs for the two investigat-
ed convergence rates. Globally, the resulting force
mainly depends on (1) the mantle activation vol-
ume (Ea

m), (2) the activation volume (Va), and
(3) the crust frictional coefficient (gc). The mantle
activation energy (1) controls the strength of the
viscous bottom part within the lithosphere at the
surface (viscosity increase with temperature de-
crease) as well as the subducting slab weakening
caused by the temperature rising at great depth: Ea

m

partly controls the subducting slab strength. The
activation volume (2) governs the mantle strength
increase with depth, i.e., the deep mantle Stokes
reaction competing against the slab pull. At last,
the friction force (first-order term in the modeled
force balance) is proportional to the crust frictional
coefficient (3) (equation (8)), which explains its

Table A2. Sensitivity of the Resulting Force, Fres, in Rheological Parameters: Results of Instantaneous Simulations
for a Motionless Upper Plate

Simulation
Reference
in Fres

a

Fres
a for

gc = 0.01
(�83%)

Fres
a for

gm = 0.82
(�45%)

Fres
a for

Ea
m = 380 kJ/mol
(�3.8%)

Fres
a for

Ea
c = 350 kJ/mol

(+23%)

Fres
a for

Va = 2.7 	 10�5

m3/mol (+45%)

Fres
a for

A0 	 2
(+100%)

S1, �7.7 +1.84 �4.8 �6.0 �7.8 �8.2 �9.5
19 Ma (�124%)b (�37%) (�22%) (+1%) (+7%) (+23.4%)
vsub = 5
S6b, �4.4 +4.0 �1.95 �3.5 �5.3 �6.5 �6.3
25 Ma, (�192%) (�55%) (�19%) (+21%) (+49%) (+44%)
vsub = 4
S1, �4.3 +2.1 �2.7 �4.1 �4.8 �5.1 �4.82
34 Ma (�148%) (�37%) (�5%) (+10%) (+18%) (+11%)
S6b, �1.8 +2.4 +0.04 +1.3 �2.6 �3.6 �3.7
34 Ma (�24%) (�102%) (�24%) (+47%) (+101%) (+52%)

a
Fres values are given in 1012 N/m.
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strong influence on the resulting force. To a lesser
extent, the resulting force slightly depends on the
mantle frictional coefficient. The crust activation
energy and the preexponential constant in the
viscosity law have no significant influence on the
subduction force balance.
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